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Checking the equivalence of two Boolean functions, or combinational circuits modeled as Boolean functions, is often desired
when reliable and correct hardware components are required. )e most common approaches to equivalence checking are based
on simulation andmodel checking, which are constrained due to the popular memory and state explosion problems. Furthermore,
such tools are often not user-friendly, thereby making it tedious to check the equivalence of large formulas or circuits. An
alternative is to use mathematical tools, called interactive theorem provers, to prove the equivalence of two circuits; however, this
requires human effort and expertise to write multiple output functions and carry out interactive proof of their equivalence. In this
paper, we (1) define two simple, one formal and the other informal, gate-level hardware description languages, (2) design and
develop a formal automatic combinational circuit equivalence checker (CoCEC) tool, and (3) test and evaluate our tool. )e tool
CoCEC is based on human-assisted theorem prover Coq, yet it checks the equivalence of circuit descriptions purely automatically
through a human-friendly user interface. It either returns a machine-readable proof (term) of circuits’ equivalence or a
counterexample of their inequality. )e interface enables users to enter or load two circuit descriptions written in an easy and
natural style. It automatically proves, in few seconds, the equivalence of circuits with as many as 45 variables (3.5 × 1013 states).
CoCEC has a mathematical foundation, and it is reliable, quick, and easy to use. )e tool is intended to be used by digital logic
circuit designers, logicians, students, and faculty during the digital logic design course.

1. Introduction

In case of electronic system design or manipulation of
mathematical functions, a system is often represented and
transformed into different forms. During the design process
of digital logic circuits, a circuit may be represented in the
form of a Boolean function and is simplified using different
methods, such as mathematical manipulation and Karnaugh
mapmethod. As the simplified function is the representation
of the logic circuit with fewer number of logic components,
it results in a compact, economical, and efficient hardware
product. However, the correctness of the behaviour of the
simplified circuit must be proved to ensure that the ma-
nipulation process does not alter the intended behaviour of

the circuit. Such a functional verification of a system is often
referred to as equivalence checking [1, 2].

With the increase in complexity and criticality of
software and hardware systems, the need of sophisticated,
reliable, and formal tools for the analysis of such systems
is also increasing [3, 4]. A common approach to check the
equivalence of two circuits or functions is model checking
[5–7]. Model checker may get into a loop due to the state
explosion problem [7], while checking large models with
thousands of states is not user friendly [8, 9], making
them tedious and error prone. A different form of the
formal approach is to use interactive theorem provers
(ITPs), such as Coq [10], Isabelle/HOL [11], and ACL2
[12]. )is form of formal approach for checking
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correctness of digital circuits [13] is described in Figure 1.
Formal models of the circuit under test and the security
or reliability properties of interest as theorems are
given as the input into a theorem prover (such as the
Coq system), and a mathematical proof that the model of
the circuit satisfies the properties is carried out
interactively.

Interactive theorem provers resolve issues such as state
explosion using a termination checker that filters out
nonterminating functions. However, proof tactics, such as
destruct in Coq, can raise memory explosion issue, if used
improperly. A Coq proof script in the form destruct v1;
destruct v2; destruct v3 . . .destruct vn; auto., where vi is a
Boolean variable, will create 2n subgoals at one time and
would explode memory for larger n. Furthermore, inter-
active theorem proving is more powerful than model
checking [14], but it requires human assistance to prove
theorems.

)ere exist well-established and popular formal tools to
reason about combinational circuits and Boolean functions;
however, either they are not automatic (Coq, Isabelle/
HOL, etc.), face state explosion issues (model checkers),
and are difficult or unable to generate the counterexample
(Coq, ACL2, etc.) or require expertise to encode logical
formulas (Z3, BirdBrain II, etc.) (see Table 1). Boolean
satisfiability solvers (SATs) can examine the conjunctive
normal form (CNF) formula and check if the formula is
consistent or not. SATs are useful tools, but they are not as
powerful and expressive as proof assistants based on
higher-order logic (such as Isabelle/HOL) and calculus of
constructions (such as Coq). Another type of formal tools
is automated theorem provers that support automated
reasoning in inductive logical theories. One such tool is
ACL2 [12], which is a logic and programming language
used to model and reason about computer systems. ACL2
is fully automated and more scalable; however, it requires
expertise and skills to write or encode logical formulas in
its syntax. Using and-inverter graph (AIG) to represent
Boolean functions, for example, the function aig-
andx1 x2, implements the conjunction, and it takes two
variables as arguments.

In this paper, we propose and develop a tool called
CoCEC that combines the strengths of multiple approaches
(automatically proving using the ITP tool) for checking the
equivalence of combinational circuits. )e tool CoCEC,
developed in C++, checks combinational circuits’ equiva-
lence, returns proof of their equivalence, or generates a
counterexample. CoCEC accepts circuits in a user-friendly
style and automatically checks their equivalence using the
interactive theorem proving approach without the user
guidance. It creates a Coq proof script and proof object pair
for each equivalence checking test, if circuits are equivalent;
otherwise, it returns a counterexample. We define two
description languages: the first one is used to describe
circuits in an easy and natural style, while the other is used
to describe circuits in the higher-order logic of Coq to
enable formal reasoning. )e major contributions of the
paper include the development and integration of the
following components:

(i) Two gate-level description languages are defined.
)e first one is aimed to describe circuits in an easy
and natural style, while the other is intended to
enable formal reasoning.

(ii) A translator is designed and developed to automati-
cally translate circuit descriptions in the first language
to equivalent descriptions in the second language.

(iii) A proof checker is developed that formally checks
the equivalence of two circuit descriptions. It either
generates the proof object (term) of their equality or
generates a counterexample of their inequality.

(iv) Extensive experiments are carried out to check the
robustness and performance of the tool.

)e source code of our tool (for Windows and Ubuntu
platforms) is available online at https://github.com/wilstef/
cocec.

)e remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the
next section (Section 2), a short introduction to Boolean
algebra and Coq proof assistant is given. )e syntax of two
description languages is discussed in Section 3. )e major
components of the CoCEC tool are described in Section 4.
)e tool is tested in Section 5, and its performance is
evaluated in Section 6. A brief survey of the literature is given
in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper with future
research directions.

2. Motivation and Background

)e tool CoCEC checks functional equivalence of two
combinational circuits taken as the input, translates them
into a formal representation in Coq, and carries proof of
their equivalence in the Coq theorem prover. In this section,
the motivation behind CoCEC is discussed by comparing its
simplicity and ease of use with few other similar tools. )e
two description languages used in CoCEC are based on
Boolean algebra; hence, the basics of Boolean algebra and the
Coq interactive theorem prover are necessary to understand
the operation of our tool.

2.1. Motivation. CoCEC accepts two gate-level descriptions
in the first language and generates equivalent codes in the
second language. Furthermore, CoCEC automatically
checks their equality (or inequality). In addition to the
inherited benefits of interactive theorem proving, CoCEC
tool is simple, easy to use, and compatible with many
contemporary tools, while at the same time, it solves
equivalence problems in the order of few seconds. A glimpse
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Figure 1: Formal verification of digital circuits.
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of easiness of CoCEC’s usability is shown in Table 1;
encoding logic functions for checking their equivalence is
easy in CoCEC as compared to tools Z3 [8], BirdBrain II [9],
and ACL2 [12]. Furthermore, the input syntax of CoCEC
directly accepts the Boolean expressions used in popular text
books on digital logic design [15]. CoCEC is built on top of
the interactive theorem prover Coq, though it automatically
proves the equivalence of two functions without the human
assistance.

2.2. Boolean Algebra. Boolean algebra, as defined by Boole
[16], is an algebra that includes a set of values, two binary
operations + and · over the values in the set, and six
Huntington [17] postulates with their proofs. Shannon [18]
defined a two-valued version of the algebra to model and
describe properties of switching circuits. In Shannon’s al-
gebra, the two values are 1 and 0, and it includes rules for the
two binary operations together with a unary complement
operation, as shown in Table 2.

2.3. CoqProofAssistant. Boolean functions in the Shannon’s
two-valued Boolean algebra may be used to model logic
circuits, as shown in Figure 2. )e function F � x.y models
the circuit where the AND gate represents the product
operation (Table 2) and the NOT gate represents the
complement operation (Table 2). When logic circuits are
represented with functions as in Figure 2, they can be
manipulated, and different properties can be stated and
proved using tools and techniques based on Boolean algebra.

To formally reason about computer systems, the system
under test and the intended properties are formalized in the
logic of a theorem prover (such as Coq [10] and Isabelle/
HOL [11]). )e proof language of the proof assistant is used
to create a proof that the (model of the) system satisfies the
property. )e proof checker of the proof assistant is used to
check if the proof is valid. To describe formal systems and
proofs using the proof assistant, a system of numbers is
defined and formally reasoned about using the proof as-
sistant Coq. In this formal system, the numbers are in-
ductively defined as a data type nat using the Coq keyword
Inductive with two constructors to construct elements of this
type (lines 1–3, Figure 3). )e definition of type nat states
that O (for 0) is nat, and if n is nat, then Sn is also nat. )e
term S (S (S (S O))), for example, is a number (4) in nat.

After specifying the numbers, functions can be defined to
manipulate them. )e recursive function add (lines 5–9) on
the numbers gets two numbers n and m and returns their

Table 2: Truth tables for sum (a), product (b), and not (c)
operations.

(a) Sum
x y x+ y
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1
(b) Product
x y x.y
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 0
1 1 1
(c) Not
x x′
0 1
1 0

x

y

¯=F x ¯. y

Figure 2: Implementation of Boolean function F � x.y with gates.

Table 1: Input comparison of CoCEC with other formal tools.

Tool Input

Z3
(declare-const a Bool) . . . (declare-const g Bool) (assert (� (and a (and b (and c
(and d (and e (and f g)))))) (and a (and b (and c (and d (and e (and f g))))))))

(check-sat)

BirdBrain II hypothesis
. . . a∧(b∧(c∧(d∧(e∧(f∧g)))))� a∧(b∧(c∧(d∧(e∧(f∧g))))).

ACL2 and a b c d e f g� and a b c d e f g
CoCEC abcdefg� abcdefg

1 Inductive nat: Type :=

2 | O : nat

3

4

5 Fixpoint add (n m: nat) : nat :=

6 match n with

7 | O ⇒ m

8 | Sn′ ⇒ S (add n′ m)

9 end.

10

11 Lemma add_n_o: ∀ n, add n O = n.

12 Proof.

13 induction n.

14 reflexivity.

15 simpl. rewrite IHn.auto.

16 Qed.

| S : nat → nat.

Figure 3: Interactive formal proof in Coq.
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sum. It returns the second argument m if the first argument
is O, and it returns S (add n′m) if the first argument is of the
form S n′. A lemma add_n_o that add n O= n holds for any
value of n is stated and proved in Figure 3 (lines 11–16).)is
lemma is proved by induction on the construction of the first
argument n. During the proof process, a proof expert assists
the Coq tool interactively by providing it commands called
tactics (lines 12–16).

3. Description Languages

In order to describe combinational circuits in an easy and
natural style, we define a simple input description language
to represent circuits at the gate level. To enable formal
reasoning in the interactive proof environment, the logic
circuits must be described using the Coq notations. For this
purpose, a simple formal description language is defined and
embedded in the Coq proof assistant to represent logic
circuits.

3.1. InputDescriptionLanguage. )e tool CoCEC is aimed to
provide an easy-to-use user interface to facilitate describing
logic circuits. To represent combinational circuits in a user-
familiar style, a simple description language is defined. )is
language supports and is motivated by the descriptions in
the text book [15] on digital logic and computer design and
tools [19, 20]. Its syntax is defined by the grammar pro-
duction listed in Figure 4.

)e grammar production rules state that all English
letters (upper and lower case) and digits (0 and 1) are logic
circuits. All (non-)parenthesized circuits and their sum,
product, and complement are also circuits. Finally, a se-
quence of circuits (separated by “:”) are also (multioutput)
combinational circuits. A combinational circuit, full adder,
may be defined in this language as the following:
x′y′z + xx′yz′ + xy′z′ + xyz: xy + xz + yz. )is style of
circuit representation is used to enter circuit descriptions
directly into the user interface of CoCEC.

To describe circuits in a conventional style as modules
(.txt files), a more structured syntax is given in Figure 5. A
circuit definition begins with keywords begin module and
ends with end module. Each output function is defined as a
Boolean function that begins with keywordOutput. Asmany
other programming languages, single and multiline com-
ments are allowed, and every statement (output function)
terminates with a semicolon.)e order of output definitions
is important: function for the most significant bit is defined
first, while the least significant bit is defined last. )emodule
in Figure 5 describes the full-adder circuit with two outputs
for sum and carry bits.

3.2. Output Description Language. )e input description
language does not have a formal foundation and hence is not
fit for formal reasoning. To enable formal reasoning using
ITP, a formal description language is defined in the logic of
Coq. )e Boolean algebra defined previously [21] is rede-
fined and tailored towards combinational circuit definitions.
)e first part, a set of two elements, is defined in Coq as a

data type bool using the keyword Inductive, as given in
Figure 6 (line 1). )e two members of this type, true and
false, represent the two values of the Boolean algebra.

Next is to define binary operations over the two values of
type bool. )e first operation + (sum) is defined as a Coq
function sum on lines 3–7 in Figure 6.)e function sum gets
two arguments (two values of type bool), and it returns the
value false if both input arguments are false and returns true,
otherwise. Similarly, the second binary operation · (product)
is defined by the function prod (lines 9–13, Figure 6). If the
two input values of this function are true, it returns true;
otherwise, it returns false for all other input values. Fur-
thermore, a unary operation complement is defined by the
function not (lines 15–19). It inverts the input value (returns
true given false and vice versa). If the values true and false are
replaced with digits 1 and 0, respectively, these functions
would behave exactly as the truth tables (Table 2) in Section
2.2. Finally, a combinational circuit is described as a list of
Boolean values (line 21), where the bit at the head is the most
significant bit, while the last bit in the tail is the least sig-
nificant bit.

)e constructors and function (operations) names are
cumbersome to write, in particular, when combinational
circuit descriptions are long. Luckily, Coq provides short-
hand notations to replace English names with notations.)e
three operations sum, prod, and not are represented with
infix notations +, ∗ , and a prefix notation ¬, respectively
(Figure 7), with ¬ highest and + lowest precedence. )e Coq
term sumx(prodx(noty)), for example, is represented with
x+ x∗ , ¬y, where ¬y is evaluated first, followed by the
product, and then the sum operation is performed. Similarly,
a combinational circuit is defined as a list of semicolon-
separated Boolean functions enclosed in brackets. )e
formal notations just presented can be used to describe
combinational circuits in Coq.)e full-adder combinational
circuit in Figure 5, for example, is encoded in the Coq
notations, as shown in Figure 8. )e sum corresponds to the

C ::= circuit
| upper and lower case letters
| digit 0 and 1
| sum
| CC product
| C′ complement
| (C) parenthesis
| sequence

{A-Za-z}
{0,1}
C + C

C : C

Figure 4: Grammar of the input description language.

1 //Comment: description of full-adder

2 begin module

3 Output x’y’z + x’yz’ + xy’z’ +xyz; //Sum

4 Output xy + xz + yz; //Carry

5 end module

Figure 5: Example description in the input language.
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function definition at the head, while the tail represents
carry.

4. CoCEC Architecture

)e formal tool CoCEC accepts two combinational circuit
descriptions as .txt files defined in the input description
language. Alternatively, two circuit descriptions can also be
entered in the two text boxes in the main window. )e front
end of CoCEC checks (for syntax errors) and passes the
input to other components of the tool. )e components of
CoCEC all together translate the inputs to circuit repre-
sentations in the output language, generate the Coq script,
and formally verify whether or not the two circuits are
equivalent. It either generates a proof object if circuits are
equivalent or a counterexample, otherwise. A diagram
showing the schematic view of the tool CoCEC is shown in

Figure 9, and the detail of its components is given in the
following sections. All the components of CoCEC have
formal semantics that make it a rigorous and reliable tool.

4.1. User Interface. )e CoCEC tool has a simple user in-
terface (Figure 10). It consists of two text boxes for de-
scribing two circuits. Alternatively, the user can load existing
descriptions as .txt files into the relevant text boxes by
clicking on the load buttons. )e button Check Equivalence
triggers the main code of the tool, which runs in the
background to manipulate the text entered (or loaded) into
the boxes. )e tool is closed by clicking the button Close or
clicking the cross × in the upper right corner of the window.

When any of the circuit descriptions entered/loaded is
ill-formed and the user clicks the button Check Equivalence,
the tool displays a meaningful error message in a message
box, and the cursor is moved to the erroneous text box. If
both descriptions are well formed, they are given as the input
to the next component.

4.2. Syntax Checker. )e syntax checker (checker in Fig-
ure 11 and the library syntaxchecker.cpp in the source code)
is a lexer and parser for the text entered by the user. It first
preprocesses the descriptions (removes comments and
keywords) and then creates circuit descriptions in the form
f1: f2: f3: . . . : fn, where fi represent individual Boolean
functions defined following the grammar in Figure 4. Next, it
ensures that the syntax of the input circuit descriptions, as
defined by the grammar production in Figure 4, is correct. In
other words, the syntax checker implements the rules de-
fined in Figure 11. )e checker filters out ill-formed texts
and passes on the well-formed circuit descriptions from the
text boxes.

)e typing rules for well-formed logic circuits, as defined
in Section 2.2, are given in Figure 11. Lower and upper case
English letters (for identifiers) and binary digits 1 and 0
(logic values) are circuits according to the rules T-ID and
T-VALUE, respectively. Complement of a term is also a valid
term (rule T-COMPL). Sum + and product (default oper-
ator) of two valid circuits are also valid circuits (rules T-SUM
and T-PROD). All parenthesized circuits are also circuits
(rule T-PAREN), and the sequence of circuits is also a
circuit. )ese rules have been enforced by the function
check_syntax_circuit in library syntaxchecker.cpp. )e
checker, for example, accepts xx + xxy′: x, xx + xy′ and
xx + (xy′) but does not accept x − (xy′),
xx + (xy, xx + xxy′:, x.y, xx ++xy, and so on.

4.3. Intermediate Representation Generator. )e interme-
diate representation (IR) generator is a mini-compiler that
translates the circuit description in the input language to an
equivalent description in the output language. A logic circuit
description following the rules given in Figure 11 is well
formed (valid); however, one cannot mechanically reason
about it as it does not conform to a syntax acceptable by a
theorem prover. )is representation is aimed to provide an
easy-to-use interface to humans by allowing them to enter

1 Notation "m + n":= (sum m n)
2 (at level 50, le� associativity) :bool_scope.
3
4 (at level 40, le� associativity): bool_scope.
5
6 Notation" [m ; .. ; n]":= (cons m .. (cons n nil) ..).

Notation "m ∗ n" := (prod m n)

Notation" ¬m":= (not m) (at level 30, right associativity): bool_scope.

Figure 7: Shorthand notations.

1 Inductive bool: type := true | false.

2

3 Definition sum (m n: bool) : bool :=

4 match m, n with

5

6 | _, _⇒ true

7 end.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21 Definition circuit := list bool.

| false, false ⇒ false

Definition prod (m n: bool): bool :=

match m, n with

| _, _⇒ false

end.

| true, true ⇒ true

Definition not (m : bool): bool :=

match m with

| true ⇒ false

end.

| false ⇒ true

Figure 6: Formal definition of the combinational circuit [22].
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logic circuit descriptions in a more natural way. On the
contrary, circuits defined in the output description language
given in Section 3 are different from the ones user is allowed
to enter (in the input language). To fill this gap, a translator
(irgenerator.cpp file) is written to translate the input from
the user to an equivalent intermediate Coq representation of
the functions in the formalized version of the input lan-
guage. )e translation appears direct, but it requires

identifying the tokens including identifiers, operators, and
separator parenthesis. In particular, translating postfix
complement ’ to the prefix ¬ notation and inserting the ⋆
operator between any two terms with no infix operator
notation are tricky to deal with.

)e inference rules in Figure 12 define the acceptable
circuit description in the formalized output language. )ese
rules describe the Coq definitions in Section 3 and make the
comparison between the two circuit representations easy
(note the highlighted text in Figure 12). )e logic values 0
and 1 are replaced with logic values false and true, re-
spectively. As an example to describe the above rules, the
circuit xy′ + 1 is translated to a Coq definition x∗ , ¬y+ true
(equivalent to the term sum (prod x(not y)) true).

4.4. Code Generator. )e translator creates circuit descrip-
tions that conform to the formal output language syntax
defined in Figure 6 (Section 3). To check the equivalence of
any two circuit descriptions given as the output by the IR
generator, a complete proof script needs to be developed.
Coq theorem prover is an interactive tool, and hence, an
interactive proof script can be created; however, it requires
formal verification skills and is tedious to carry out the
formal proof of equivalence for every couple of functions.
)is translation is automated by the code generator module
(codegenerator.cpp file).

In the two-valued algebra, there are only two logic
values, and every identifier can be assigned one of these
values. In such a formal proof, the case analysis proof
method is ideal: check the equivalence of functions by
evaluating them for every identifier taking one of the two
values. )e Coq script generator module of CoCEC auto-
mates this process. )e generator generates the Coq proof
script and stores it in proofscript.v file (for the input to the
Coq proof checker). )e file proofscript.v contains code for
importing a Coq library containing the formal definitions,
theorem statement (or set of theorem statements for the
sequence circuit), and proof(s) of the theorem(s). )e
theorem(s) state(s) that the two circuit descriptions (re-
ceived from the IR generator) are equivalent for any value of
the identifiers in the descriptions. )e proof script is a proof
that the two circuit descriptions are indeed functionally
equivalent. An example of the equivalence checking proof of
the consensus theorem is shown in Figure 13.

)e proof script generated for every equivalence check
may be different in two places, as highlighted in Figure 13.
)e list of identifiers (line 12) and body of the theorem
statement (line 13) change for every test. )e left and right
parts of � in the body are description 1 and description 2,
respectively, received from the upper module (IR generator).
)e list of identifiers on lines 12 and 15 is gathered from the
bodies of both descriptions separated by comma “,”. )e
proof commands on lines 15–19 close the proof by repeating

1 Definition full_adder (x y z: bool) : circuit:=
2 [¬x ∗ ¬y ∗ z + ¬x ∗ y ∗ ¬z + x ∗ y ∗ ¬z + x ∗ y ∗ z;x ∗ y + x ∗ z + y ∗ z].

Figure 8: Example description in the output language.
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Figure 9: Schematic diagram of the CoCEC tool.

Figure 10: User interface of CoCEC.
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a Coq tactic DestructMatchArg. )e tactic Destruct-
MatchArg recursively uses pattern matching over Boolean
operators prod and sum and then solves goals by case
analysis over the variables. It consequently simplifies the
subgoals and closes them by applying Coq’s reflexivity tactic.
)e Show, Qed, and Print tactics are used for debugging and
error reporting and are discussed in more detail in Section 5.
)e Show and Print tactics are used for debugging only and
are removed from the final proof script.

4.5. Proof Checker. Once the proof script, following the Coq
syntax, is generated, its correctness can be checked
mechanically by the Coq proof checker. )e proof checker
module in Figure 9 (file proofchecker.cpp) automates this

process by using the system command in C++. )e checker
runs the Coq tool and gives the script received from the
previous component as the input to the Coq proof checker.
)e last command in the proof script (line 21, Figure 13)
saves the proof in the Coq repository if closed; otherwise, it
prints the error message Error: Attempt to save an incomplete
proof. Based on the result of the Coq proof checker, the
CoCEC proof checker displays to the user whether the
circuits are

(i) Equivalent: creates and adds the proof object to file
proofobject.txt, or

(ii) Not equivalent: creates and adds a counterexample
in the counterexample.txt file, or

(iii) Returns a syntax/type error caused by incorrect
translation (this state is reached only when no or
incompatible (other than Coq 8.8) version is
installed)

)e modules in Figure 9 discussed so far translate a valid
circuit description (module) in one format (input language)
to a valid circuit description in another format (Coq script).
Such a tool is more commonly referred to as compiler or
interpreter [23]. )e translator in the CoCEC tool is designed
to translate from one mathematical representation to another
and is not part of a standalone programming language and is
directly (manually) implemented without using standard
tools and techniques. Regardless of the approach used to
develop such a translator, it is immensely important to ensure
the correctness of the tool; it must be verified that CoCEC
generates the correct code (see Section 5).

4.6. Counterexample Generation. After the correct Coq
proof script is created, the CoCEC tool creates a proof object
(term) using the tactic Show if descriptions are equal;
otherwise, it generates a counterexample. )e proof object is
generated automatically from the Coq proof script using the
tactic Show; however, a translator is designed and written to

TF-PAREN

TF-ID
id ∈ {A-Za-z}

id : C

x : C

(x) : C

x1 + x2 : C

[c1; c2]x1 ∗ x2 : C

¬ x : C

TF-VALUE
x ∈ {true, false} x : C

x : C

TF-COMPL
x1 : C x2 : C

TF-SUM

c1 : C c2 : C
TF-CIRCUIT

x1 : C x2 : C
TF-PROD

Figure 12: Rules for checking logic circuits in the output description language.

1 Input by the user (interface)
2
3
4 Output of the checker (well formed):
5
6
7 Output of the IR generator:
8
9

10 Output of the code generator:
11 Require Import bal gebra.
12
13
14 Proof.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24 Output of the proof checker:
25 Circuits are equivalent!

circuit 1: xy + x′z + yz
circuit 2: xy + x′z

circuit 1: xy + x′z + yz
circuit 2: xy + x′z

circuit 1 : x ∗ y + ¬x ∗ z + y ∗ z
circuit 2 : x ∗ y + ¬x ∗ z

Theorem boolean_equivalence_0 : forall x y z : bool,
x ∗ y + ¬x ∗ z + y ∗ z = x ∗ y + ¬x ∗ z.

intros; un fold sum; un fold prod.
repeat (

try reflexivity;
try Destruct Match Arg

); auto.
Show.
Qed.
Print boolean_equivalence_0.
Print Assumptions boolean_equivalence_0.

Figure 13: CoCEC equivalence checking example.

T-PAREN

T-ID
id ∈ {A-Za-z}

id : C

x : C

(x) : C

x1 + x2 : C

c1 : c2

x1x2 : Cx′ : C

T-VALUE
x ∈ {1, 0} x : C

x : C

T-COMPL
x1 : C x2 : C

T-SUM

c1 : C c2 : C
T-CIRCUIT

x1 : C x2 : C
T-PROD

Figure 11: Rules for checking logic circuits in the input description language.
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create a counterexample. )e tactic Show adds the first
pending goal to proofobject.txt if the earlier commands
(lines 15–19, Figure 13) are unable to close it. )e first goal
encountered that cannot be closed is taken, and a
counterexample is generated from it. )e variables
opened up with logic values (true or false), which resulted
in unequal left-right sides, are replaced with corre-
sponding values in the original body of functions. As an
example, a counterexample for the test x + x ⋆ y! � y is
true + true⋆false! � false, which should be interpreted as
∃x � true, ∃y � false, x + x ⋆ y! � y.

5. Testing

To check the robustness of the tool CoCEC, the correctness
of the results must be verified. As the target language is Coq
with a type checker, all the translated formalized descrip-
tions are type-checked by the Coq compiler. )e Coq
compiler accepts only well-formed codes, thereby ensuring
that only correct translations are processed by the CoCEC
tool. If the tool suggests that the descriptions are equal or
unequal, then it must be guaranteed that they indeed are
equal or unequal. In the former case, the CoCEC tool gives
the Coq proof object and proof script, which the user can
confirm using the Coq checker, while in the latter case, a
counterexample is returned. In case of error, CoCEC not
only returns a detailed error message but also the erroneous
Coq script, which again can be checked using the Coq
checker.

)e Coq tactic repeat on lines 16–19 (in Figure 13)
repeats tactics on lines 17 and 18 until the proof is closed.
)e Coq commands Show, Qed, and Print are used to update
the content of four files, which together are used to deter-
mine one of the three possibilities, as shown in Table 3. )e
three possibilities (right-most three columns in Table 3) are
(1) the code generated is incorrect (e.g., syntax or type errors
have been introduced), (2) functions are equivalent and the
proof closes, or (3) functions are not equivalent, and repeat
returns without closing the proof. )e contents of these files
(left-most column, Table 3) are used for the final decision to
be displayed to the user and creating a counterexample. )e
command Show adds to file proofobject.txt the current
pending goal (or does nothing if the proof is already closed
by preceding tactics). Tactic Qed adds the proof script to the
Coq repository for later referral if everything is fine; oth-
erwise, it adds an error message to file coqerror.txt. )e
command Print boolean_equivalence_0 adds the Coq proof
term to file proofobject.txt (this is executed only if the Coq
proof is closed by the earlier tactics). )e tactic Print As-
sumptions boolean_equivalence_0 prints pending assump-
tions/lemmas, if any, not yet proved.

)e tool is extensively tested in four sets of experiments
(see the next section) where each set includes experiments
checking equivalence of 45 pairs of functions with binary
variables 1 to 45. Furthermore, it is tested against numerous
examples taken from the digital logic design text book [15]
and used by our undergraduate students during their digital
logic design course.

6. Performance Evaluation

)e main strength of the CoCEC tool is the ability to au-
tomatically prove the equivalence of combinational circuits
using an interactive proof assistant. )e CoCEC tool, for
example, can be used by the students studying digital logic
design course to formally verify the equivalence of a given
Boolean function against its simplified function. Regardless
of the simplification algorithm used, whether it is the
Karnaugh map, the tabular method, or the logical manip-
ulation, the functional equivalence of the original and the
simplified version can be checked. Automatically proving
equivalence using the interactive proof assistant inherits the
benefits of interactive proof assistants, while at the same
time, it has the automatic feature of automated provers.
Automated provers, such as model-checking tools, which
deal with Boolean logic, have drawbacks: they have to run
through all the state spaces to determine whether the as-
sertion is true for every case. )eorem proving, with the
human support, on the contrary, can prove systems using
induction, which otherwise, would be intractable [14].
CoCEC tool is designed to automatically solve equivalence
checking problems with the proof script generated in in-
teractive proof assistant Coq. As it proves theorems without
human assistance, a performance degradation is expected if
Coq tactics are used inefficiently.

Using the language of tactic in Coq [24], a special tactic is
defined that applies tactic destruct when a particular pattern
in the goal is found. )e tactic DestructMatchArg
(DestructMatchArg tactic was suggested by Michael Soeg-
trop on coq-club on May 08, 2018), slightly edited from the
original version, pattern matches over the goal and applies
tactic destruct over terms with binary operator + or ⋆,
followed by reflexivity and auto. A simple application of the
destruct tactic, without proper treatment as mentioned
above, over every variable creates too many goals to keep in
memory at the same time and often results in memory ex-
plosion; destructing 45 variables in functions would create 245
subgoals at one time. In an experiment, the system took more
than 14 seconds just for 11 variables, while it did not return
for more than 20 variables (memory explosion). A careful and
controlled repetitive application of the DestructMatchArg
inside repeat closes the goal one by one efficiently, without
opening and checking all the cases at one time.

Using the divide-and-conquer rule, DestructMatchArg
replaces one variable with its two logic values and simplifies
and checks if the equivalence can be solved; otherwise, it
repeats the case analysis for other variables until the goal is

Table 3: Content of files after CoCEC execution.

File Incorrect
translation Equal Unequal

coqerror.txt Error detail Empty Empty

proofscript.v Incorrect
script

Proof
script Empty

proofobject.txt Empty Proof
object Empty

counterexample.txt Empty Empty Counterexample
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closed or all cases are seen one by one. )is improves the
performance, and it can prove the equivalence of circuits
with more than 45 variables (more than 3.5× 1013 possible
cases) in just one and a half second. )e performance of
CoCEC was checked against circuits with up to 45 variables
on our Windows machine with Intel Core i5, 2.60GHz
microprocessor for four different sets of equation pairs
(Figure 14). Each time, the experiments were performed for
45 variable descriptions. CoCEC checked the equality of
syntactically similar descriptions in just a fraction of a
second (black line), while it took less than two seconds to
check the commutative property (red line). In the third set of
experiments, the tests were performed on random (the
circuit description pairs were manually created, and ran-
domness was introduced by writing one expression in each
pair in the reverse order and adding a syntactic sugar to
make the descriptions syntactically different) descriptions,
and it took less than 14 seconds to check the equality of
circuits up to 45 input variables. Finally, similar experiments
were performed for unequal circuit description pairs. )e
inequalities were proved in about 7 seconds for as many as
45-variable unequal pairs of descriptions. )ese tests suggest
that the CoCEC tool can be used effectively to check the
equality of complicated descriptions up to 45 variables.

7. Related Work

Equivalence checking of two functions, models, or circuits
has been extensively studied in the literature. Recently, Khan
et al. [22] built a formal model of Boolean algebra in the Coq
proof assistant. )eir model can be used to interactively prove
the equivalence of Boolean functions or logic circuits modeled
as Boolean functions. )e most common approach to equiv-
alence checking of hardware descriptions is to simulate the
functions/descriptions in simulators such as VCS [25] and
Icarus [26] by giving all possible inputs. Such methods are
semiautomatic and are not reliable due to the lack of math-
ematical foundations. On the contrary, formal verification
approaches [1], such as model checking [5, 6, 27] and theorem
proving [28], are more popular in the literature. Formal tools
such as ACL2, Coq, and Isabelle/HOL are well established,
powerful, andmore popular in the industry; however, the focus
of this paper is to present a specialized tool for checking the
equivalence of logical formulas that is simple and easy to use,
automatic, and powerful (in terms of the underlying logic) and
can generate the counterexample. )ere are other formal
equivalence checking tools such as Conformal and FormalPro
[29, 30], but they are used for equivalence checking at the RTL
level, while CoCEC is aimed to check equivalence at the gate
level. Both of these tools are proprietary and operate at different
levels of circuit representation than CoCEC; hence, a com-
parison with CoCEC is not possible. Furthermore, none of
these two tools is based on interactive proof assistants, which
are more powerful than automated solvers.

7.1. Formal Hardware Verification. Formal verification
techniques and tools can be used to verify the absence of
faults in hardware system components. We refer to [31] for a

detailed comparison of the formal method and simulation-
based approaches to hardware designs’ equivalence checking
and verification. Kabat and Wojcik [32] suggested to use
automated provers for the synthesis and verification of
combinational logic. )e authors used the rewriting logic
demodulation for the simplification of canonical circuit
structures. )e most closely related tools are Son of Bird-
Brain II [9] and Solver Z3 [8]. BirdBrain is an automatic
equivalence checker based on prover Prover9 for proving
equivalence and Mace4 for finding a counterexample [33].
)e proof checker Ivy behind BirdBrain II is based on the
first-order logic, while Coq is based on the calculus of
construction, which is more powerful and expressive than
the first-order logic. Checking equivalence using BirdBrain
is cumbersome: it requires disambiguating input using
parenthesis, which is tedious, in particular, for large de-
scriptions. Furthermore, every test requires proper selection
of hypothesis from the given set of hypotheses. Z3 is a low-
level software analysis and verification tool developed at
Microsoft for checking satisfiability of logical formulas. Z3, a
multipurpose tool, requires programming skills to encode
formulas in the Z3 language syntax. None of these tools are
based on interactive theorem proving and compatible with
existing tools.)ese tools cannot be directly applied to check
the equivalence of examples in text books [15] or formulas
generated by other tools [20]. CoCEC, on the contrary, is
based on interactive theorem proving with additional ad-
vantages [14] and accepts the input in a natural style without
requiring any programming skills.

In the industry, automated theorem provers are more
widely used; however, they are far behind proof assistants in
terms of power and expressiveness. Model checking-based
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Figure 14: Performance evaluation of CoCEC.
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tools can be used to check functions’ equivalence; however,
they are limited by the popular state explosion [7, 34]
problem. Proof assistants include the advantages of both
automated and interactive theorem provers. Proof assistants
are currently investigated and encouraged for hardware
verification [35, 36]. In this direction, Meredith et al. [37]
defined executable semantics for HDL Verilog and em-
bedded it in the theorem prover Maude [38] using rewriting
logic as the underlying logic. Inspired from [37], Khan et al.
[28] introduced a hardware description language, dubbed as
VeriFormal. VeriFormal is a formal version of the hardware
description language Verilog and is deeply embedded in the
Isabelle/HOL theorem prover. Braibant and Chlipala [39]
defined a language Fe-Si in Coq, which is a deeply embedded
version of functional hardware description language
blackspec. To produce the proof-carrying code, Love et al.
[40] implemented a framework and formalized a synthe-
sizable subset of Verilog in proof assistant Coq. Hasan et al.
[36] introduced a formal framework in the higher-order
logic of the theorem prover HOL. )eir framework was
intended for proving the reliability property of combina-
tional circuits. )ese research contributions are mainly
focused towards checking the reliability property. CoCEC
enables functional equivalence in a stronger and expressive
logic of Coq called the calculus of inductive constructions
[35]. Furthermore, most of these research contributions
address formal verification at a high level of abstraction and
are based on semiautomatic tools. Our tool CoCEC, on the
contrary, analyzes logic circuits at the gate level and is purely
automatic. Interactive theorem proving approach is a viable
alternative but at the cost of effort and expertise required to
assist the theorem prover tools. At higher-level, such as at
the RTL level, formal verification is equally important, but
we consider it orthogonal to our work, which targets circuits
at the gate level.

7.2. Tools Checking Equivalence of Boolean Expressions.
To manipulate Boolean functions, a number of tools have
been developed in the literature. Sondre et al. [41] created a
database of Boolean functions. )eir tool can prove prop-
erties of Boolean functions and can translate between dif-
ferent forms of functions. Another tool, the WolframAlpha
computational engine [42], is used to translate the logical
function given as input to a truth table and other minimal
forms. Furthermore, WolframAlpha generates a Venn di-
agram and logic circuit for the corresponding input func-
tion.)is engine has been included by a company TutorVista
as a Boolean algebra calculator. To simplify Boolean func-
tions, another tool [43] was developed. )is tool uses
Karnaugh maps [44] to reduce the number of literals and
terms in Boolean functions. It gets the function as a sequence
of notations or as a truth table (up to six variables).

One of the most recent tools to manipulate Boolean
functions is 32× 8 [19].)e tool 32× 8 accepts a function as a
truth table and returns as the output a Karnaugh map,
Boolean function, and logic circuit for it. It supports up to
eight-variable Boolean functions and can generate functions
as the sum of product or product of sums form. Further tools

were developed to simplify Boolean functions. Lean and
Marxel developed a solver QMSolver [20] to simplify
Boolean functions. )e solver QMSolver, based on Qui-
ne–McCluskey algorithm, obtains the number of minterm
indices (separated by spaces) and returns a simplified
function. )e output of these last tools can directly be given
to the CoCEC tool. None of these Boolean function tools
checks the equivalence of two circuit descriptions and does
not have formal semantic.

8. Conclusions

Logic gate notations are used to describe logic circuits at the
gate level during the electronic design automation process. It
is common to manipulate circuit descriptions to produce
power-efficient, small, and cheap logic circuit components.
To ensure that the desired functionality is preserved,
functional equivalence of two descriptions is often desired.
In this paper, a formal tool CoCEC was developed to au-
tomatically prove the equivalence of two combinational
circuit descriptions. )e CoCEC tool is built on top of the
formal framework for Boolean algebra developed in the Coq
theorem prover. It accepts circuit descriptions in a natural
style and translates them into equivalent descriptions in the
Coq notations. Our tool automatically creates the proof of
equivalence that can be checked mechanically. If circuit
descriptions are functionally not equivalent, a counterex-
ample is generated. CoCEC solves the equivalence problem
with over a billion states in just few seconds. )e robustness
of the tool was tested by experimenting on a number of
function pairs up to 45 variables.

)e tool currently supports uniliteral variables, and it
should be extended to accept variables consisting of multiple
letters. Furthermore, CoCEC generates one counterexample;
however, it can easily be extended to generate multiple or all
(if any) counterexamples.
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CoCEC: Combinational circuit equivalence checker
ITP: Interactive theorem prover
ACL2: A Computational Logic for Applicative Common
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HOL: Higher-order logic
CNF: Conjunctive normal form.
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